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Airport Company To Take Over Aviation Security Controls At BER 
From 2024

The airport company, FBB, has been given more responsibility for aviation

security controls at BER Airport. The Federal Police today handed over

responsibility of implementation, planning, management and financing of

aviation security controls on passengers and their baggage to FBB in

accordance with Section 5 of the German Aviation Security Act (LuftSiG),

with effect from the beginning of 2024. The ceremony marking the handing

over of responsibilities took place on 4 October 2023, which included the

handover of a relevant certificate of responsibly. This signifies an important

milestone in the reorganisation of aviation security controls at BER from

2024.

Leidos Launches Next Generation Enterprise Software Platform for 
Airport Security

Bomb Detection by Robots

Leidos has announced the launch of ProSight™, its newest enterprise

software platform. ProSight, which provides airports and commercial

organizations with high-risk points of entry a centralized, security

management system, will be unveiled during inter airport Europe 2023, held

Oct. 10-13 in Munich, Germany.. ProSight brings together systems and

technologies that were traditionally disparate at security checkpoints, such

as security screening equipment, threat detection algorithms and other third-

party data. With a holistic view across the entire security screening

operation, ProSight delivers actionable, real-time data through business

intelligence dashboards, helping organizations improve operational

efficiencies while enhancing threat detection.

The European Defense Agency (EDA) has successfully demonstrated

how artificial intelligence and unmanned systems can work together to

detect explosives and improvised explosive devices (IEDs) in different

scenarios, which is a major breakthrough for defense research.

According to Interesting Engineering, the demonstration involved one

UAV and two UGVs, each equipped with different sensors, which

coordinated autonomously to search for mock-ups of explosives and

IEDs, including unexploded ordnance, in rural and urban areas. The

demonstration showed that the system can perform complex tasks with

minimal human intervention and was part of AIDED- “Artificial

Intelligence for Detection of Explosive Devices”. The system uses

various sensors for detection, like the EMI (metal detector that can locate

metallic objects underground or inside objects), the ground penetrating

radar.
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Ski Boot Warmer Sparked Queenstown Airport Bomb Scare
A ski boot warmer stored in luggage sparked a bomb scare at Queenstown

Airport that prompted an evacuation and emergency response on Friday morning.

Airport chief executive Glen Sowry said the electrical device was spotted during

screening of checked luggage about 8.40am.It sat under other dense material

inside a bag alongside a computer and had wires hanging from it. “Aviation

Security staff had a close inspection and determined that it was a serious

concern,” he said.

Man Arrested In NAIA For Fake Philippine Passport
A man with a counterfeit Philippine passport was intercepted at the

Ninoy Aquino International Airport on Wednesday, the Bureau of

Immigration (BI) reported. The BI shared that Phimpa arrived on
board an AirAsia flight from Bangkok, Thailand, and claimed to be deaf
and mute when he presented a suspicious passport. The BI said an
immigration officer found numerous inconsistencies with the passport
and submitted it for tertiary inspection in the bureau’s forensic
documents laboratory.

Ukraine’s IT Army has hacked Russia’s Leonardo airline booking system,

causing major disruptions at the country’s largest airports, Ukraine’s Minister of

Digital Transformations Mykhailo Fedorov said on 5 October. In a Telegram post,

Fedorov said if Ukrainian airports cannot operate due to Russia’s war, then

Russian ones should not either. “The IT Army is actively working, almost

everyday Russian sites go down, data leaks, and government agencies are

paralyzed. One of the latest cases is the shutdown of Russia’s largest airports,”

Fedorov wrote. On 28 September, Russian airlines reported issues checking in

passengers at airports due to a glitch in the Leonardo booking system operated

by Sirena-Travel, which is linked to the state defense conglomerate Rostec.

Ukraine’s IT Army Behind Attack On Russian Airline Systems, 
Minister Says

TSA Stopped Over 1,800 Firearms At Airport Checkpoints 
Nationwide
During the first three quarters of 2023, the Transportation Security

Administration (TSA) intercepted 5,072 firearms at airport security checkpoints,

and at the current rate, the agency will surpass last year’s record 6,542

firearms prevented from getting onboard aircraft. In the third quarter, which

ended Sept. 30, Transportation Security Officers (TSOs) stopped 1,820

firearms at checkpoints. The total represents an average 19.8 firearms per day

at TSA checkpoints of which more than 94% were loaded. “Passengers may

travel with a firearm, but it must be in their checked baggage,” said TSA

Administrator David Pekoske. “Firearms are only permitted in checked

baggage, unloaded in a locked hard-sided case and must be declared to the

airline when checking the bag at the ticket counter. Firearms are prohibited at

security checkpoints, in the secure area of an airport or in the passenger cabin

of an aircraft even if a passenger has a concealed carry permit or is in a

constitutional carry jurisdiction.”

https://t.me/itarmyofukraine2022
https://t.me/zedigital/3708
https://t.me/rbc_news/82115
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